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Abstract: Recent translation studies principally concentrate on the quality of 
translation. They also focus on terms and their significance in drawing the scope of 
meaning. From this point, the present study is launched to explore the translation of 
the term "bahr" (= sea) in the Holy Quran through three spaced translations; a term 
that has a special image in Arabic literature and is used in many different situations to 
address an audience closely connected with desert. Have these translations succeeded 
in conveying a term that has signified "something" more or less than sea? Through a 
survey of thirty-nine verses, the study has found out that the broad meaning of the 
term "bahr" has narrowed down by time which reflects the fact that maintaining term 
meaning has the main concern even in dealing with authoritative texts. In addition, 
definiteness is brought to light through this paper as a translation norm mistreated in 
many cases.  

Key words: religious, authoritative, Quran, sea, definiteness. 
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1. Introduction    
Perhaps, translators should have the prime concern in seeking for 

extensive knowledge through which "optimal" translation constitutes 
the first priority. To achieve this, it is inevitable to know what others 
have achieved, and how to benefit from these achievements whether we 
want to improve the translation process or to avoid mishaps that trap 
even translation experts. From this point, the idea of studying, 
comparing, and evaluating comes into sight. Comparative in nature, the 
study critically surveys the term bahr (sea in English), finding out 
thirty-nine verses which include forty-one terms. Three well-known 
translations of the Holy Quran (HQ): Ali (1964) (T1), Al-Hilali & 
Khan (1993) (T2), and Qaribullah & Darwish (2009) (T3) are set 
respectively along with the Quranic verse text copy-pasted from an 
authentic site of the HQ (Abdul baqi 1994) with comments on both 
renditions and definiteness concerning the definite article in most 
citations to highlight the most appropriate translation that meets the 
intended discoursal and contextual meaning. In addition, this study 
seeks to examine whether the translation deviation is a context-related 
or a human related concern and to verify the consistency of each 
translation in dealing with repeated terms.  

 
2. Related Literature    

Terms constitute the solid ground on which sciences are based. 
While originators of terms encounter many obstacles of choosing the 
most suitable term for a concept in their mother tongue, translators 
endure the impact of many obstacles to attain the image of that term in 
the target language Enani (1996: 7). It goes without question that 
meaning is the main concern in translation. In this context, Leech 
(1983:5) argues that semantics construes both word and sentence 
meaning based on rules whereas pragmatics concerns much about 
communicative meaning based on principle. This vision is manifested 
by Aziz (1998: 138) who concludes that "translation has gone further in 
meaning: from propositional meaning to the pragmatic meaning." This, 
in turn, elevates our views from mere words and phrases to the world of 
ideas and images. Although religious texts always maintain specificity 
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and sanctity; they, eventually, remain written texts that are governed by 
linguistic rules to be understood. Dickens, Hervey, and Higgins 
(2002:178) state: “The subject matter of religious texts implies the 
existence of a spiritual world that is not fictive, but has its own external 
realities and truths." Elewa (2014:32) admits that, "The transfer of 
religious texts from one language to another involves, among other 
things, the scientific study of language, including phonology, 
morphology, lexis, and semantics". The Holly Quran, a rich text with 
unique realms of implications, overwhelms them with flowing 
meanings. Aziz and Lataiwish (2000:102) argue that religious texts 
concerning form and content may exhibit identical significance. The 
message expressed in a religious text principally depends on faith in 
addition to the information encapsulated in the message, and the way 
this information is conveyed. 

 
3. Discussion  

Before we start looking at the three renditions of each of the 
following verses, let us consider the norms of translating religious texts 
in general and the translation of the Holy Quran in specific. In the first 
place, translators prioritize formal equivalence at the expense of the 
other types of equivalence i.e. functional and ideational because they 
feel that it is more faithful to the origin and maintains creative 
metaphors whose formal rendition is as noteworthy as the conveyance 
of the messages they encapsulate (for more details, see Farghal and 
Shunnaq 1999: 9-17). Illyas (1989:89) argues that the translation of 
religious texts calls for extra concern when they are rendered because 
of their sacredness. This entails formal equivalence predilection. 
Besides, translators feel extra cautious in dealing with religious texts 
because of the sanctity of the text which may create language that 
seems unusual for many interested readers. Definiteness is very 
significant in the translation of nouns as it sheds light on the noun 
scope of meaning which is a crucial requirement in translation. The 
noun bahr in its singular, dual and plural forms: al-bahr, bahr, al-
bahraan, al-bahrain, and Abhur has been mentioned forty one times 
in thirty nine verses in the HQ. It occurred thirty three times in singular, 
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five times in dual and three times in plural forms. (Two verses 
contained the term bahr twice: Al-Kahf: 109, no. 20 and Luqman: 27, 
no. 26 below).  
 

Mukhtar Alsahah dictionary defines the term bahr as:  
−	�r� �? $=& s<3 t�t & s<7 u�v & s� t�w8 d�_��& \�7�>�& \H�@� \ 5�6 $�� xy�� �i t� w�u%��  ��� 

 

Sea is the antonym of land, said to be so for being deep and extended, 

pl. abhor, behaar and buhuur. Every great river is a sea. 

My Translation (MT)  
 

Lesaan Al-Arab dictionary says that the meaning of the term muhiit is: 
− tz� v�t� { vJ |�� t� w�u%��   v0 u�v7u��7v� {v�7( uC�� tz�( v� t� w�� v0|�( vi w<uZ� vQ u�( t9�� v5(u: t� tS w�v� tY v<7 uHt� 7 u� t;7uB� v� t� w�� 5}B uXt> 

 ~{ v�w� vC�� tz� v� t� w��&  ~5 v�u� wFuZ� tz� v� t� w��& … 
 

It is the sea that surrounds land. Oceans cover nearly two-thirds of the 

globe: the Pacific, the Indian, the Atlantic …                                   (MT) 

 

Merriam Webster's Dictionary defines the term sea as:  
1a: a great body of salt water that covers much of the earth broadly: the 
waters of the earth as distinguished from the land and air 
b: a body of salt water of second rank more or less landlocked the 
Mediterranean sea. 

 

It also defines ocean as:  
1a: the whole body of salt water that covers nearly three fourths of the 
surface of the earth. 
 b: any of the large bodies of water (such as the Atlantic Ocean) into 
which the great ocean is divided.  

  
For definiteness it is worthwhile to bear in mind that the definite 

article (the / أل) makes up a tricky question in translation between 
Arabic and English. Arabic utilizes the definite article both generically 
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(1a and 1b below) and referentially (1c and 1d below) with nouns in 
singular and plural forms, whereas English resorts to the zero article to 
attain generic use (2b below). Moreover, English doesn't employ the 
definite article to refer to the whole class (2c below). (for more details, 
see Farghal and Shunnaq 1999: 49-52).  
 
1. a) al-kitaab-u mufiid-un 

DEF-book-NOM useful-NOM 
"The book is useful." 
b) al-kutub-u mufiidat-un 
DEF-book (pl) NOM useful-NOM 
"Books are useful." 
c) hal qara't-a al-kitaab-a 
DEF-book-NOM  
'Have you read the book?' 
d) hal qara't-a al-kutub-a 
DEF-book (pl) NOM  
'Have you read the books?' 

2. a) The book is useful. 
b) Books are useful. 
c) *The books are useful. 
 
In the following section, the term bahr along with its three 

renditions is set then discussion is raised. 
  

1− "5v` �;7 u�t� tr u= w&u8  �� w�u �� w�u �� w�u �� w�u  s� w3 u� tI7 u� wXu� �5 }_~�"…� <3���:40+ 
bahr in number 1 is rendered as: 
T1: 1. Or (the unbelievers' state) is like the depths of darkness in a vast 

deep ocean… 
(Al-Nur: 40) 

T2: 1. Or [the state of a disbeliever] is like the darkness in a vast deep 
sea… 

(Al-Nur: 40) 
T3: 1. Or, they are like darkness upon a deep sea… 

(Al-Nur: 40) 
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Considering the contextual meaning of the term bahr in the verse 
above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term sea as it 
generally denote any sea. T2 and T3 render the noun correctly, whereas T1 
overtranslates it by opting for the term ocean (for more details, see Wang 
2012: 129-133). The term is employed generically as it doesn't refer to a 
specific identity. Fortunately, the noun is used generically by all.  

 
2−8 + " t	 t9v 7u� w� u� ù  wjv� u& u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� uV& t�tr� u> w	t.4 u8 u& uV w3 u� w�v` uTW 7u� w� u� wlu8 u& w	 t=7u�w� u_4un ù  " �Q�H%�� (50:  

al-bahr in number 2- a is rendered as:  
T1: 2. And remember We divided the sea for you… 

 (Al-Baqarah: 50) 
T2: 2. And (remember) when We separated the sea for you… 

 (Al-Baqarah: 50) 
T3: 2. We parted the sea for you … 

 (Al-Baqarah: 50) 
 

Y +" u$�vb� u� w6v� 5v�u%v 7u4 wP u&7 u1 u& u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w��" �L���Z� :138+ 
al-bahr in number 2-b is rendered as:  
T1: 8. We took the children of Israel (with safety) across the sea… 

 (Al-A'raf: 138) 
T2: 8. And We brought the children of Israel (with safety) across the 

sea … 
 (Al-A'raf: 138) 

T3: 8. and We moved the Children of Israel from one side of the sea … 
 (Al-A'raf: 138) 

 
� +" uQ u� vi7 ug ŵ u47 u= 5v. |�� v0 u� w� uH w�� v� u� w	 tC w�un w6� u& v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��" �L���Z� :163+  

al-bahr in number 2-c is rendered as: 
T1: 9. Ask them concerning the town standing close by the sea. 

(Al-A'raf:163) 
T2: 9. about the town that was by the sea,… 

 (Al-A'raf:163) 
T3: 9. Ask them about the village that overlooked the sea… 

 (Al-A'raf:163) 
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� +" v� 5v�u%v 7u4 wP u&7 u1 u& u$�vb� u� w6 u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�����" �h43� :90+  
al-bahr in number 2-d is rendered as: 
T1: 11. We took the children of Israel across the sea… 

 (Yunus: 90) 
T2: 11. And We took the children of Israel across the sea… 

 (Yunus: 90) 
T3: 11. We brought the Children of Israel through the sea…  

(Yunus:90) 
 


( +"5v` t\ u��v% u6 uJ u-|>7 ù  7 u� tCu>3 tg 7u� v�u4 7 u�vCv�w�u ud u� w_ u� 7 uXu�u 7 |�u� ù v� w�u% w��  v� w�u% w��  v� w�u% w��  v� w�u% w�� 7� u� u6 ") �C9�� (61:  
al-bahr in number 2-e is rendered as: 
T1: 17. …which took its course through the sea… 

 (Al-Kahf: 61) 
T2: 17. …, and took its way through the sea… 

 (Al-Kahf: 61) 
T3: 17. …, which made its way burrowing into the sea… 

 (Al-Kahf: 61) 
 

& +"7 �H� v� uF w	 tC u� wY v� wi7 ù7 �H� v� uF w	 tC u� wY v� wi7 ù7 �H� v� uF w	 tC u� wY v� wi7 ù7 �H� v� uF w	 tC u� wY v� wi7 ù  5v` v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��7 ��u% u� ���" �\F:77 + 

 al-bahr in number 2-f is rendered as: 
T1: 21. …and strike a dry path for them through the sea… 

 (Taha: 77)  
T2: 21. …and strike a dry path for them in the sea… 

 (Taha: 77) 
T3: 21. …and strike for them a dry path in the sea… 

 (Taha: 77) 
  

P +"���‘ v` t\ u��v% u6 uJ u-|>� u& 5 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��7�% u_ u� ") �C9��: (63 

 al-bahr in number 2-g is rendered as: 
T1: 18. …: It took its course through the sea… 

 (Al-Kahf: 63) 
T2: 18. … It took its course into the sea… 

 (Al-Kahf: 63) 
T3: 18. …it made its way into the sea in a marvelous fashion. 

 (Al-Kahf: 63) 
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�+ " u�7 uD u@} Y v� wi� vVu8 �� u63 t� �� u�v� 7u�w� ug w&un ù u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w��") ]��@��� :63+  
al-bahr in number 2-h is rendered as: 
T1: 23. …"Strike the sea with your rod."… 

 (Al-Shu'ara':63) 
T2: 23. …"Strike the sea with your stick."… 

 (Al-Shu'ara':63) 
T3: 23. …"'Strike the sea with your staff,"… 

 (Al-Shu'ara':63) 
 

�+ " v� t�w>� u&  u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w��  uV3t� u� wX ~� s�� t1 w	 tC|4v� � �3 w
 u<" �V7U��� :24+ 
al-bahr in number 2-i is rendered as: 
T1: 29. "And leave the sea as a furrow… 

 (Al-Dukhan: 24) 
T2: 29. "And leave the sea as it is… 

 (Al-Dukhan: 24) 
T3: 29. "Then leave the sea calm… 

 (Al-Dukhan: 24) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahr in the verses above, it can 
be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term the sea as it refers to 
one specific identity. It is used referentially as it refers to one specific 
sea viz. the Red Sea's parting in Exodus., (for more details, see Al-
alusi: 86). Therefore, the three renditions are correct. 

 
3−8 + " ��� 5v` { v� w_u> 5v. |�� v�w� tf w�� u& v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� u�7|��� td uf�u� 7 u�v ���" �Q�H%��: 164+ 

al-bahr in number 3-a is rendered as: 
T1: 3…in the sailing of the ships through the ocean… 

 (Al-Baqarah: 164) 
T2: 3… and the ships which sail through the sea… 

 (Al-Baqarah: 164) 
T3: 3… in the ships that sail upon the sea… 

 (Al-Baqarah: 164) 
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Y +" w3 u� u& 7 u�|4u8 5v`  v� w<u wZ�  w�v�  �Q u� u_ ua  s� uE w� u8  u& t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w��  ~� t�u� tI  w�v�  vI v� w@u��� " �V7�H� :27+  
al-bahr in number 3-b is rendered as: 
T1: 26. And if all the trees on earth were pens and the ocean…  

(Luqman: 27)  
T2: 26. And if all the trees on the earth were pens and the sea...  

(Luqman: 27) 
T3: 26. If all the trees in the earth were pens and the sea… 

 (Luqman: 27) 
 

� +"  u8 5v` { v� w_u> u�w� tf w�� |Vu8 u�u> w	 u� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v�� v̂ u� w@v �v ���" �V7�H�:31 + 
al-bahr in number 3-c is rendered as: 
T1: 31. See you not that the ships sail through the ocean… 

 (Luqman: 31) 
T2: 31. See you not that the ships sail through the sea… 

 (Luqman: 31) 
T3: 31. Do you not see how the ships run upon the sea, 

 (Luqman: 31) 
 

�+ " w�v� u&  v\v>7 u�W  v<� u3 u_ w�� 5v`  v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��  v� uE w�u wZ7 u="  ��<3���:32+ 
al-bahr in number 3-d is rendered as:  
T1: 28. …smooth running through the ocean… 

 (Al-Shura: 32) 
T2: 28. And among His signs are the ships, in the sea... 

 (Al-Shura: 32) 
T3: 28. And among His signs are the ships that run on the sea... 

 (Al-Shura: 32) 
 


( +" v� w�u% w�� u& v� w�u% w�� u& v� w�u% w�� u& v� w�u% w�� u& v<3 t_ w� u� w�� " �<3B��:6+ 
al-bahr in number 3-e is rendered as: 
T1: 31. And by the Ocean filled with Swell- 

 (Al- Tur: 6) 
T2: 31. And by the sea kept filled… 

 (Al- Tur: 6) 
T3: 31. And the sea that is full… 

 (Al- Tur: 6) 
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Considering meaning of the term al-bahr in the verses above, it can 
be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term the sea. T2 and T3 
render the noun correctly, whereas T1 overtranslates it by using the 
term ocean. Despite the fact that the definite article is used, the noun is 
generic more than referential and it is rendered correctly by all. 

 
4− " t�w� u[ w	 t9 u� |$ vgt8 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� t\ t�7 u@uF u&  ���" �Q�b7���:96+ 

al-bahr in number 4 is rendered as:  
T1: 4. Lawful to you is the pursuit of water-game… 

 (Al-Ma'idah: 96) 
T2: 4. Lawful to you is (the pursuit of) water-game… 

 (Al-Ma'idah: 96) 
T3: 4. … Made lawful to you is the fished of the sea… 

 (Al-Ma'idah: 96) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahr in the verse above, it can 
be seen that it is the counterpart of the English term the sea. It goes 
without question that the noun is employed generically more than 
referentially. T1 and T2 opt for the term water-game which is an 
undertranslation of the term because the image of the term bahr is lost. 
In addition, the definite article is mistakenly dropped by both 
translations; T3, per contra, conveys the term correctly.  

 
5− " u& }�u% w�� 5v` 7 u� t	 u� w@u� u& u3 t
 |Mv� 7 uC t�u� w@u� uM v�w� uX w�� tKv>7 uf u� tI u�� v� u& v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� " ��7@4Z� (59:  

al-bahr in number 5 is rendered as: 
T1: 5….He knows whatever there is on the earth and in the sea… 

 (Al-An'am: 59) 
T2: 5….He knows whatever there is in (or on) the earth and in the sea… 

 (Al-An'am: 59) 
T3: 5…. He knows that which is in the land and sea… 

 (Al-An'am: 59) 
 

Clearly the term al-bahr in the verse above equals the English term 
the sea as the opposite of land and it is employed generically as it 
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includes all seas. T1, T2 and T3 render the noun correctly. From 
definiteness perspective the noun is rendered correctly by T1 and T2 
whereas T3 erroneously drops the definite article. 

  
6− 8 +" u& }�u% w�� v;7 u�t� t� � }� 	 t9� }_u� t� � u� w$t� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� �0u� wf tU u& 7 �� ~� u�u> t\u43 t� w� u> ") �7@4Z�: (63  

al-bahr in number 6-a is rendered as: 
T1: 6. Say:"Who is that delivers you from the dark recesses of land and 

sea…" 
 (Al-An'am: 63) 

T2: 6…"Who rescues you from the darkness of the land and the sea …" 
 (Al-An'am: 63) 

T3: 6. … Say: 'Who saves you from the darkness of the land and sea …" 
 (Al-An'am: 63) 

 
Y +" t9 u� u$ u@ u1 { vJ |�� u3 t
 u& u& }�u% w�� v;7 u�t� t� 5v` 7 uCv �& t�u. wCu.v � u�3 t_~��� t	 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��" ��7@4Z� (97:  

al-bahr in number 6-b is rendered as: 
T1: 7. through the dark spaces of land and sea… 

 (Al-An'am: 97) 
T2: 7…., through the darkness spaces of the land and the sea… 

 (Al-An'am:97) 
T3: 7…., in the darkness of land and sea… 

 (Al-An'am:97) 
 
�+ " 5v` ~� ~��� t	 t9 |� u� � ujv� u& 5v` ~� ~��� t	 t9 |� u� � ujv� u& 5v` ~� ~��� t	 t9 |� u� � ujv� u& 5v` ~� ~��� t	 t9 |� u� � ujv� u& v� w�u% w�� tI7 |�v� |Mv� uV3 t� w�u> � u� |$ ui  tI7 |�v� |Mv� uV3 t� w�u> � u� |$ ui  tI7 |�v� |Mv� uV3 t� w�u> � u� |$ ui  tI7 |�v� |Mv� uV3 t� w�u> � u� |$ ui ���" �]��6��: 67+ 

al-bahr in number 6-c is rendered as: 
T1: 15. When distress seizes you at sea… 

 (Al-Isra': 67) 
T2: 15. And when harm touches you upon the sea… 

 (Al-Isra': 67) 
T3: 15. When misfortune befalls you at sea… 

 (Al-Isra': 67)  
 

Obviously the term al-bahr in the verses above is an equivalent of 
the English term the sea as the opposite of land and is used generically. 
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T1, T2 and T3 render the noun correctly. Fortunately, the noun is 
rendered correctly by T2 but it is mistranslated by T1and T3 as they 
drop the definite article. 

 

7− 8 +" u& }�u% w�� 5v` w	 t= t�}� u�t� { vJ |�� u3 t
 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� ◌ۖ���" �h43� :22+  

 al-bahr in number7-a is rendered as: 
T1: 10. He it is Who enables you to traverse through land and sea… 

 (Yunus: 22) 
T2: 10. He it is Who enables you to traverse through land and sea…  

(Yunus: 22) 
T3: 10. It is He who conveys you by land and sea… 

 (Yunus: 22) 
 

Y +" u& }�u% w�� 5v` w	 t
7u� w� u� ug u& u� u�W 5v�u 7u� w� |� u= w� uH u� u& v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��" �]��6�� :70+  

al-bahr in number 7-b is rendered as: 
T1: 16. …provided them with transport on land and sea… 

 (Al-Isra':70) 
T2: 16. ….and We have carried them on land and sea… 

 (Al-Isra':70) 
T3: 16. …, and carried them on both land and sea… 

 (Al-Isra':70) 
 

�+ " t�7 u� uf w�� u� uC u� t�7 u� uf w�� u� uC u� t�7 u� uf w�� u� uC u� t�7 u� uf w�� u� uC u�  u& }�u% w�� 5v` v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v�7|��� { v�w�u8 ŵ u% u� u= 7 u�v " ��&���:41+ 
al-bahr in number 7-c is rendered as: 
T1: 25. Mischief has appeared on land and sea… 

 (Al-Room: 41) 
T2: 25. Evil has appeared on land and sea… 

 (Al-Room: 41) 
T3: 25. Corruption has appeared on land and sea… 

 (Al-Room: 41) 
 

Clearly the term al-bahr in the verses above is an equivalent of the 
English term the sea as the opposite of land and it is employed 
generically more than referentially. T1, T2 and T3 render the noun 
correctly but unfortunately they drop the definite article. 
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8 −8  +" 5v` u{ v� w_u.v� u�w� tf w�� t	 t9 u� u� |- u6 u&  v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� vI v� w�unv  ◌ۖ u<7 uCw4u wZ� t	 t9 u� u� |- u6 u& " �	�
���:32 + 
al-bahr in number 8-a is rendered as: 
T1: 12. …it is He Who has made the ships subject to you, that they may 

sail through the sea by His Command;… 
 (Ibrahim: 32) 

T2: 12. He has made the ships to be of service to you, that they may 
sail through the sea by His Command… 

 (Ibrahim: 32) 
T3: 12. He has subjected to you ships which, by His command, run upon 

the sea... 
 (Ibrahim: 32) 

 
Y +" u3 t
 u& { vJ |��  u� |- u6  u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� �3t� t=wnu.v �  t\w�v� 7 �� w� u� 7 �� v� uF.�� " �$����:14+ 

al-bahr in number 8-b is rendered as:  
T1: 13. …it is He Who has made the sea subject… 

 (Al-Nahl: 14) 
T2: 13. …And He it is Who has subjected the sea (to you)… 

 (Al-Nahl: 14) 
T3: 13. …It is He who has subjected the sea to you… 

 (Al-Nahl: 14) 
 

� +" 5v` { v� w_u> u�w� tf w�� u& v� w<u wZ� 5v` 7 |� 	 t9 u� u� |- u6 u�� |Vu8 u� u> w	 u�u8 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� vI v� w�unv " ����� :65+  

Al-bahr in number 8-c is rendered as: 
T1: 22. …and the ships that sail through the sea… 

 (Ai-Hajj: 65) 
T2: 22. …and the ships that sail through the sea… 

 (Ai-Hajj: 65) 
T3: 22. … and the ships which run upon the sea… 

 (Ai-Hajj: 65) 
 

Obviously the term al-bahr in the verses above is an equivalent of 
the English term the sea as the opposite of land and is used generically. 
Fortunately, the noun is rendered correctly.  
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9−"  t	 t9~ u< { vJ |�� 5 v1 w�t�  t	 t9 u�  u�w� tf w�� 5v`  v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� �3 tXu.w%u.v �  w�v�  v\v� w�ù���" �]��6��:66+  

al-bahr in number 9 is rendered as: 
T1: 14. Your Lord is He that makes the ship go smoothly for you through 

the sea… 
 (Al-Isra':66) 

T2: 14. Your Lord is He Who drives the ship go smoothly for you through 
the sea… 

 (Al-Isra':66) 
T3: 14. It is your Lord who drives your ships at sea… 

 (Al-Isra':66) 
 
Noticeably the term in al-bahr the verse above is an equivalent of 

the English term the sea as the opposite of land and it is used 
generically. T1, T2 and T3 render the noun correctly. Luckily, the noun 
is conveyed generically by T1and T2 but it is mistakenly used by T3as 
it resorts to the zero article.  

 
10− " 5v` uV3t� u� w@u� u��v=7 u� u�v� ŵ u47 u9 ù  t0u�� vf |��� 7 |� u8 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�����" ��C9�� (79:  

al-bahr in number 10 is rendered as: 
T1: 19. As for the boat, it belonged to certain men in dire want: they 

plied on the water… 
 (Al-Kahf: 79) 

T2: 19. As for the ship, it belonged to poor people working in the sea… 
 (Al-Kahf: 79) 

T3: 19. As for the ship, it belonged to poor people working in the sea…  
 (Al-Kahf: 79) 

 
Considering meaning of the term al-bahr in the verse above, it can 

be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term the sea, besides it is 
used referentially as it refers to one specific sea. T1 opts for the term 
water instead of sea which may be considered as an undertranslation of 
the term for its commonness. T2 and T3 convey the term correctly. 
Fortunately, the noun is used referentially in all renditions.  
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11−"  uV7 u= w3 u� w$t� t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w�� t� w�u% w�� u� vfu� u� 5} u< v;7 u�v� u9v� � ��� u�v�  w�u% w�� w�u% w�� w�u% w�� w�u% w�� t� t� t� t�5} u< t;7 u�v� u= u� ufw� u> wVu8 u$w% u� " )�C9�� (109: 

al-bahr in number 11 is rendered as: 
T1: 20. Say: If the ocean were ink (wherewith to write out) the words 

of my Lord, sooner the ocean be exhausted… 
 (Al-Kahf: 109) 

T2: 20. …" If the sea were ink for (writing) the Words of my Lord, 
surely, the sea would be exhausted… 

 (Al-Kahf: 109) 
T3: 20. Say: 'If the sea were ink for the Words of my Lord, the sea 

would surely be spent before the Words of my Lord are spent… 
 (Al-Kahf: 109) 

 
Clearly the term al-bahr in the verse above is used twice. The first 

one matches the English term the sea and it is used generically, while 
the second one it is an equivalent of the English term the sea and is 
used referentially as it is previously mentioned in the discourse -
anaphoric the see Frank (1972:120). The noun is rendered correctly by 
all except in T1which opts for ocean instead of sea.  

 
12− " u& }�u% w�� v;7 u�t� t� 5v` w	 t9� v� wCu� � |�u8 v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��" �$����:63+ 

al-bahr in number 12 is rendered as: 
T1: 24. …through the depths of darkness on land and sea,… 

 (An-Naml: 63) 
T2: 24. …in the darkness of the land and the sea,… 

 (An-Naml: 63) 
T3: 24. … in the darkness of the land and sea,… 

 (An-Naml: 63) 
 

Obviously the term al-bahr in the verse above is an equivalent of the 
English term the sea as the opposite of land and it is employed 
generically. T1, T2 and T3 render the noun correctly but unfortunately 
T1 and T3 resort to the zero article instead of the definite article to 
attain generic with a singular noun. Thus, only T2 achieves the correct 
rendition. 
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13−" t	 t9 u� u� |- u6 { vJ |�� t�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� u� w�u% w�� vI v� w� unv v\�v` t�w� tf w�� u{ v� w_u.v � " �0�S7_��:12+  

al-bahr in number 13 is rendered as: 
T1: 30. It is Allah Who has subjected sea to you… 

 (Al-Jathiyah: 12) 
T2: 30. Allah it is He Who has subjected to you the sea… 

 (Al-Jathiyah: 12) 
T3: 30. It is Allah who has subjected to you the sea… 

 (Al-Jathiyah: 12) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahr in the verse above, it can 
be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term the sea. Despite the 
fact that the definite article is used, the noun is generic more than 
referential. T2 and T3 render the noun correctly but unfortunately T1 
resorts to the zero article instead of the definite article to attain generic 
with a singular noun.  

 

14− "  t\ u� u&  v<� u3 u_ w��  t;� u�w� t� w�� 5v`  v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w�� v� w�u% w��  v� uE w�u wZ7 u=" )��g���: 24+ 
al-bahr in number 14 is rendered as: 
T1: 32. …the Ships sailing smoothly through the seas… 

 (Al-Rahman:24) 
T2: 32. …the ships going and coming in the seas… 

 (Al-Rahman:24) 
T3: 32. … Also, His are the ships that run, raised up like mountains upon 

the sea. … 
 (Al-Rahman:24) 

 
Definitely, the term al-bahr in the verse above is an equivalent of 

the English term the sea as the opposite of land and is used generically. 
T1, T2 and T3 render the noun correctly. Unfortunately, T1 and T2 fall 
victim of using the definite article before a plural noun. 

 

15−8 + " { v3u. w�u� 7 u� u& vV� u� w�u% w�� vV� u� w�u% w�� vV� u� w�u% w�� vV� u� w�u% w�� t\t� u� ua s�vb7 u6 s;� u� t̀  sY wJ u� � uJ �u
 " ��F7`:12+ 
al-bahr in number 15-a is rendered as: 
T1: 33. Nor are the two bodies of flowing water alike… 

 (Fatir: 12) 
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T2: 33. And the two seas (kinds of water) are not alike… 
 (Fatir: 12) 

T3: 33. He has let forth the two seas… 
 (Fatir: 12) 

 

Y +" u�w�u u$ u@ u1 u& v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� uV3 t�u� w@u� uM w	 t
 t�u: w=u8 w$u v�� ud |� s\ �u�v� u8 � �� v17 ug " �$����:61+  

al-bahrain in number 15-b is rendered as: 
T1: 37. …and made a separating bar between the two bodies of flowing 

water… 
 (Al-Naml: 61) 

T2: 37. …and has set a barrier between the two seas … 
 (Al-Naml: 61) 

T3: 37. …, and placed a barrier between the two seas… 
 (Al-Naml: 61) 

 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahraan in the verses above, it 
can be seen that it is an equivalent of the English term the two seas. 
Despite the fact that the definite article is used, the noun is generic 
more than referential as it refers to any two seas. T2 and T3 render the 
noun correctly but unfortunately T1 undertranslates the term by using 
body of flowing water. 

 

16− " ud u� w_ u� u�t�w u8 ��|. ug t� u�wu8 uM tI7u. ufv� �� u63 t� uT7 u� wjv� u& v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� " ��C9��:60 + 
al-bahrain in number 16 is rendered as:  
T1: 34. … until I reach the junction of the two seas… 

 (Al-Kahf: 60) 
T2: 34. … until I reach the junction of the two seas… 

 (Al-Kahf: 60) 
T3: 34. …until I reach the point where the two seas… 

 (Al-Kahf: 60) 
 

Clearly, the meaning of the term al-bahrain in the verse above is the 
English term the two seas and is used referentially as the addressor is 
referring to an identified place known to the addressee, (for more 
details, see Al-Alusi 1978:296). Therefore, the three renditions are 
correct. Luckily, the noun is rendered correctly by all.  
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17− " u� u� u� u% w�� u% w�� u% w�� u% w�� v�w� u� w� v�w� u� w� v�w� u� w� v�w� u� w� vV7u� vHu. w� u� " ���g���:19+ 

al-bahrain in number 17 is rendered as: 
T1: 35. He has let free the two bodies of flowing water… 

 (Al-Rahman: 19) 
T2: 35. He has let free the two bodies of flowing water… 

 (Al-Rahman: 19) 
T3: 35. He has let forth the two seas, they meet together… 

 (Al-Rahman: 19) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahrain, the dual form of bahr 
in Arabic, in the verse above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of 
the English term two seas, besides it is used generically as it refers any 
two seas. T1 and T2 undertranslate the term, whereas T3 renders it 
correctly. Sadly, the three translations fall victim of mistranslating the 
noun by utilizing the definite article before a plural (dual in Arabic) 
noun instead of the zero article.  

 
18− " u� u� u� { vJ |�� u3 t
 u& v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� v�w� u� w�u% w�� s;� u� t̀  sY wJ u� � uJ �u
 " �V7��f��:53 + 

al-bahrain in number 18 is rendered as: 
T1: 36. It is He Who let free the two bodies of flowing water... 

 (Al-Furqan: 53) 
T2: 36. And it is He Who let free the two seas (kinds of water) … 

 (Al-Furqan: 53) 
T3: 36. It was He who let forth the two seas… 

 (Al-Furqan: 53) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-bahrain, the dual form of bahr 
in Arabic, in the verse above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of 
the English term two seas, besides it is used generically as it refers any 
two seas. T1 undertranslates the term, whereas T2 and T3 render it 
correctly. Sadly, the three translations fall victim of mistranslating the 
noun by utilizing the definite article before a plural noun instead of the 
zero article.  
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19− " � ujv� u& t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� w; u� }_ t6 " ���39.�� :6+ 

al-behaar in number 19 is rendered as: 
T1: 38. When the oceans boil over with a swell; 

 (Al-Takweer: 6) 
T2: 38. When the seas shall become as blazing Fire; 

 (Al-Takweer: 6) 
T3: 38. When the seas are set boiling; 

 (Al-Takweer: 6) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-behaar, the plural form of bahr 
in Arabic, in the verse above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of 
the English term seas, besides it is used generically as it refers to seas 
in general. T1 undertranslates the term, whereas T2 and T3 render it 
correctly. Sadly, the three translations fall victim of mistranslating the 
noun by utilizing the definite article before a plural noun instead of the 
zero article. 

  
20− " � ujv� u& t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� t<7 u�v% w�� w; u� }_t̀  " �<7Bf4M� :3+ 

al-behaar in number 20 is rendered as: 
T1: 39. When the Oceans are suffered to burst forth; 

 (Al-Infitar: 6) 
T2: 39. When the seas are burst forth (got dried up); 

 (Al-Infitar: 6) 
T3: 39. When the oceans are gushed forth, 

 (Al-Infitar: 6) 
 

Considering meaning of the term al-behaar, the plural form of bahr 
in Arabic, in the verse above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of 
the English term seas, besides it is used generically as it refers to seas 
in general. T1 and T3overtranslatethe term by using the term ocean 
instead of sea, whereas T2 renders it correctly. Sadly, the three 
translations fall victim of mistranslating the noun by utilizing the 
definite article before a plural noun instead of the zero article.  
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21− "  tI ~� t�u�  w�v�  vI v� w@u  t0 u@w% u6  �� t�wu8 �� t�wu8 �� t�wu8 �� t�wu8 7 u�  w; u� vfu4  t;7 u�v� u=  v��" �V7�H� :27+  
abhur in number 21 is rendered as: 
T1: 40. … with seven oceans behind it… 

 (Luqman: 27) 
T2: 40. …With seven seas behind it… 

 (Luqman: 27) 
T3: 40. …with seven more seas to replenish it (with ink), 

 (Luqman: 27) 
 
Considering meaning of the term abhur, another plural form of bahr 

in Arabic, in the verse above, it can be seen that it is an equivalent of 
the English term seas, besides it is used generically as it refers to seas 
in general. T1 and T3overtranslatethe term by using the term ocean 
instead of sea, whereas T2 renders it correctly. Sadly, the three 
translations fall victim of mistranslating the noun by utilizing the 
definite article before a plural noun instead of the zero article.  

 
Surveying the renditions above, we can see that: 
- T1 has gone for the term "Sea" 23 times with the ratio of 56%.  
- T2 has gone for the term "Sea" 39 times with the ratio of 95%.  
- T3 has gone for the term "Sea" 40 times with the ratio of 97.6%. 
 
Concerning utilizing the definite article, we observe that: 
Looking at the term bahr in the verses above with an eye to its 

contextual meaning, it can be observed that the line of meaning doesn't 
have any change in the source language which entails a parallel term in 
the target language; say sea. Therefore, T1 has gone far from meaning 
in dealing with the term. On the contrary, T2 & T3 have made use of 
the situation in keeping up with the same rendition.  

 
Observing the timeline of the three translations above: 1964, 1993, 

and 2009, a truth comes out to demonstrate that translation is a 
progressing science which draws on previous experience to achieve 
"optimal" translation when full measures are given. The term bahr has 
its own position in the Quranic texts which generate along with its 
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rhythmic power a unique meaning in which form and content become 
intertwined and subsequently inseparable.  

 
4. Conclusion 

This paper has revealed a significant point to be considered in the 
translating process in general and when we translate long literary works 
through which terms are likely to appear over and over again. It showed 
that deviation from meaning i.e., using more than one rendition for the 
same term has narrowed down by the time as a result of translation 
progression on both theory and practice. In other words, deviation is 
likely to be a human related concern rather than a context-related one. 
Undoubtedly, translators are supposed to maintain the original message 
of the text even if they feel that a repeated term may exert some 
redundancy in the target language unlike authors who are "free" in term 
shifting as translators are not text initiators.  

 
This paper provides even further evidence of the significance of 

translation consistency. In our case, in the presence of too many 
translations of the HQ, we feel a real need for more efforts to upgrade 
translation.  

* * * 
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Transliteration of Arabic Words and Names 
The following table shows the system which has been followed in 

transliterating the letters of the Arabic alphabet: 
Taa' = t �  Alif = a 

(long vowel) = aa 
8 

Zaa' = dh e  Baa' = b Y 

Ayn = α �  Taa' = t ; 

Ghayn =∞ �  Thaa' = th R 

Faa' = f L  Jiim = j � 

Qaaf = q A  Haa' = h � 

Kaaf = k �  Khaa' = kh � 

Laam = l T  Daal = d � 
Miim = m �  Dhaal = th j 
Nuun = n V  Raa' = r < 

Haa' = h (
  Zaay = z P 

Waaw = (w consonant) = uu (long vowel) &  Siin = s � 

Yaa' = y (consonant) = ii (long vowel) {  Shiin = sh � 

Hamzah = '(apostrophe) ]  Saad = s k 

   Dhad = dh � 

 
Short vowels: 
--- (fathah) = a َ◌  
(dammah) = o ---ُ  

--- (kasrah) = e  ِ   

* * * 
 


